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ABSTRACT
In this study we present experimental results obtained by implementing the
Fourier ptychographic microscopy technique using a laser HLG. We demonstrate that
laser HLG illumination shows better high-resolution images with a large field of view in
comparison to traditional LED-HDC. In addition, we notice the quality of the image
depends on the noise from the illumination source.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Fourier ptychographic microscopy (FPM) technique produces high resolution
images for very complex samples from a number of low resolution intensity images
collected with spatial domain. Sequentially scanning LEDs in the array take images of
sample corresponds to measuring the Fourier space of the sample in different regions.
When LEDs illuminate the sample from angles smaller than that allowed by the NAobj,
brightfield images result. Conversely, when the illumination NA is larger than the
objective NA, darkfield images result. Although darkfield images alone do not have
higher resolution than the objective allows, they do contain information about subdiffraction-limit sized features, which occupy a shifted area of the sample’s Fourier
space (assuming a thin sample). By collecting many images that cover a wide region of
Fourier space and stitching them together coherently through a nonlinear optimization
algorithm, one can break the diffraction limit for spatial resolution. It is a combination
of synthetic aperture and translational-diversity phase retrieval [7, 8]. This method,
named Fourier Ptychographic microscopy (FPM) [9], it facilitates in the case of low NA
and large field view to establish high resolution, gigapixel images.
On the application side, FPM’s scan-free high space bandwidth product imaging
capability has great potential for revolutionizing biomedical imaging, with applications
in optical disease diagnosis, digital pathology [9, 10, 11, 12] and in vitro live cell
imaging [13]. The original FPM method only applies to 2D thin objects, however, new
models and reconstruction algorithms also enable 3D reconstruction of thick samples
[14]. The ability to achieve such capabilities with a simple and inexpensive hardware
modification to a commercial microscope (with no moving parts) opens up new
opportunities for open source distribution and wide-scale adoption in biological
imaging applications requiring large-scale in vitro microscopy.
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The General microscopic system is limited by the diffraction limit of the
electromagnetic waves and optical aberrations of lenses. Whereas, FPM breaks these
limitations and gives better resolution of an image beyond the Rayleigh resolution limit
λ⁄(2NA0), where λ is the light wavelength in vacuum for imaging and NAo is the
numerical aperture of the microscope’s objective lens [2–4].
Many works have been done with visible light emitting LED’s for implementing
FPM [1, 5- 7]. The studies with different visible lasers are yet to observe. In this study,
we present the FPM technique by Hemispherical Laser Guider (HLG) of illuminating
sample with laser of λ = 532 nm. The excellent directional properties of laser provide
uniform illumination of the sample. In addition semiconductor lasers are very cheap and
user friendly. The resolution limit for the laser source λ⁄(NA0 + NAl), where NAl is the
numerical aperture of the laser source [9,10]. The Rayleigh resolution limit arises when
NA0 = NAl. Phase recovery method like FPM implemented when NA0 < NAl which
shows better resolution than Rayleigh resolution [5-8]. Laser FPM can improve the
resolution even further which opens a new window for imaging metallic, nonmetallic
engineering materials. It will also make a great contribution improving existing
biomedical imaging technique. The unique properties of laser finds it’s application over
LEDs. Different kinds of condensers are proposed for LEDs, hemispherical digital
condenser is one of them. Condensers are composed of multiple number of LEDs
whereas we assume all LEDs are similar in characteristics but in practice each LED is
unique for example two different white LED have two different color characteristics.
This impact can be ignored in the case of laser while using a single apparently
monochromatic source of laser.
In this experiment the sample is illuminated with laser source assembly. A
traditional camera collected the images formed in the microscopes real plane and a
second camera observed the images formed in the Fourier plane of the microscope [9,
10, 11-13]. We obtained the resolution limit of the FPM by analyzing Fourier images
which contains periodic information of the sample. We used Abbey’s theory of image
2
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for determining optical resolution of the microscope [14, 15]. FPM algorithm uses real
plane images to reconstruct Fourier plane images along with high resolution real
images. Experimental Fourier plane images provide the information to validate the 2D
simulation. We compared the experimental and simulation results to determine the
resolution limit of the microscope.
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CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
Figure shows the experimental set up used in the experiment. We illuminate the
object with a hemispherical laser guider with λ = 532 nm. We collected the real plane and
the Fourier plane images of the object by two charge-coupled devices (CCD) cameras
assisted with general microscope, objective lenses with distinct numerical apertures (NA)
and varying magnifications. In this experiment the photographs of the object were taken
with the laser light where white light of illumination source of the microscope is replaced
by a Hemispherical Laser Guider (HLG). The HLG has 76 oblique angles distributed
over five step heights along with vertical illumination. The corresponding numerical
apertures for each step height with respect to the vertical illuminations are respectively
NAc = 0.37, 0.58, 0.73, 0.89, 0.97. In the experiment set up the HLG is kept above the
sample to be imaged and then a laser collimator emitting 532 nm is inserted to HLG.
Laser guided operation is unique for equal distance illumination from all step heights and
angles with no reflection possibilities due to no use of mirror [3, 4, 15, 16]. Figure. 1
shows the hemispherical laser guider used in this experiment. For better resolution we
choose Ronchi Ruling as a sample with 600 L/nm. We only select the bright field images
to neglect the noise on FP and RP image reconstruction by employing FPM. The low
resolution RP and FP images were produced by using less than 10% of the output power
of laser beam.

4
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Fig. 2.1. Experimental Microscope set up arrangement using HLG.
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CHAPTER III
ALGORITHM OF FPM
In FPM the high-resolution RP image is produced from a set of low resolution
RP images by following computational steps which in presented in the algorithm. FPM
algorithm determines the unmeasured phase from the low resolution RP image collected
by illuminating the sample with laser beam. Two-dimensional FPM algorithm is used in
this work to process the experimental images. The two dimensional FMP phase
recovery algorithm is shown in Fig. 2

Fig. 3.1. Block diagram of FPM algorithm.
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In the FPM algorithm, Block 1 describes an initial approximation of the high resolution RP
image.
am=0 (r)e

ipm=0 (r )

(1)

Firstly, for input approximation of FPM algorithm we consider the initial amplitude
am=0 of one and a phase e

ipm=0 (r )

of zero. In accordance with the block 2 of the algorithm, the

actual approximation of large NAs Fourier Plane images are obtained from the Fouriertransformed input approximation.
act
Am,
(k)e
j

act
iPm,
j (k )

ip (r )
= F ⎡⎣am=0 (r)e m=0 ⎤⎦

(2)

Hereafter, we calculate the first approximation of the amplitude and phase
corresponding to the small NA0 FP image by shifting the amplitude and phase of the
complex function of equation (2) by a factor kj.

Am, j (k )e

iPm , j ( k )

= Amact, j (k − k j )e

iPmact, j ( k − k j )

⋅Wo

(3)

Here, j represents the number of the incident angle for the HGL by which the sample is
illuminated with. In FPM algorithm the low resolution RP images and small NA0 FP
images are obtained by illumination the sample with a plane wave of

kj =

NAc(2pi/lambda). After that, a set of low resolution RP images is generated by using
Fourier trick on the left side of equation (3) as shown in equation (4).
am, j (r )e

ipm , j ( r )

= F −1 ⎡⎣ Aj (k )e

iPm , j ( k )

⎤
⎦

(4)

In block 6, the low resolution RP images are Fourier transformed to obtain the recalculated
amplitude and phase of FP images with small NAo. This mathematically formulation is
presented in equation (5).
rec
Am,
(k)e
j

rec
iPm,
j (k )

ip (r )
= F ⎡⎢a j (r)e m, j ⎤⎥ ⋅Wo
⎣
⎦
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In block 7, a shift of the complex function –kj is introduced with the recalculated
amplitude and phase, also the weighted difference between the calculated and
recalculated small NA0 FP image is added to the actual approximation of large NAs FP
image to obtain the updated approximation of the amplitude and phase of FP image
with large NAs presented in equation (6).

Amupd, j (k )e

iPmupd
, j (k )

= Amact, j (k )e

iPmact, j ( k )

+ α [γ Amrec, j (k + k j )e

iPmrec
, j (k +k j )

− β Am, j ( k + k j )e

−

iPm , j ( k + k j )

]

(6)

Steps in blocks 2-7 are sequentially executed for each pair of small NAo FP
image and low resolution RP image corresponding to each an oblique illumination
number j for many iterations m until the FPM algorithm convergence is established.
Finally, the output of high resolution RP image is obtained in block 8.

8
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CHAPTER IV
2D SIMULATION OF FPM
Fig. 3 shows FPM simulation results corresponding to an OD at the sample’s plane
with arbitrary amplitude (Fig. 3(a)) and phase (Fig. 3(b)).

Fig. 4.1 The computationally simulated OD at the sample’s plane (a) arbitrary amplitude and (b) arbitrary phase;
and (c) final high-resolution RP image and (d) respective phase derived from the FPM algorithm.

The high resolution RP image obtained from FPM algorithm. The intensity and
recovered phase shown in Fig.3(c) and 3(b) respectively. The sample was imaged with
laser HLG and experimental set up follows the Fig. (2), the simulation parameters are
also chosen according to the experimental set in Fig. (2). All circular holes of HLG with
NAc<NA0 were used to illuminate the sample with the laser from 44 different
directions. The chosen parameters are α=1, β=0, and γ=1 for to execute the FPM
algorithm. The result is converged after repeating many times. Fig. (3) describe FPM
allows obtaining high resolution RP image and recovering unmeasured phase of the
optical disturbance for arbitrary samples. Simulation parameters were set in accordance
to the sample used in the experiment. We considered an OD in the sample’s plane
where the period p= 1.67 µm is observed for amplitude and phase. The simulation is set
with FPM algorithm by assuming laser HLG illumination with α=1, β=0, and γ=1.
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The synthetic FP image with large NAs = NAo + NAc = 1.53 is shown in Fig. 4(a)
which is derived from simulated FPM algorithm. The interval between first and second
order diffraction spots in the synthetic FP image us is λ/p = 0.32 (in numerical aperture
units, [15-16]) which has a great accordance with the period p=1.67 determined from
the simulated high resolution RP image shown in Fig. 4(b). The recovered phase in Fig.
4(c) shows the similar periodicity.

Fig. 4.2. The computationally simulated (a) Fourier Plane synthetic and (b) Real Plane intensity images
respective to a Ronchi Ruling with an interval of p = 600 lines/mm that were derived from the FPM
algorithm. (c) Phase recovered at the microscope RP from optical disturbance. The first order diffraction
spot is indicated in (a) by white arrows.
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CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We set up the experiment to study the influence of the size of the diffraction
spots observed in the exprimental FP images which can be obtained by employing
FPM. In the experimental set up shown in Fig. 1 we choose commercial large size
Ronchi Ruling with the period of p = 1.67 µm to be imaged. The laser HLG is used to
shine the sample. A Real Plane-Fourier Plane image pair was constructed from the laser
beam illumination where NAc < NAo.

The large periodic structrue of the sample

compensate the necessity of the Dark field images (NAc > NAo).

Fig. 5.1. The experimental Real Plane (b,d,f,h) and Fourier Plane (a,c,e,g) images collected with laser-HLG
assembly (e,g) and HDC (a-d) for the Ronchi Ruling target with the period of p=1.67 µm (e-f). The
illumination directions NAc = (a-b,e-f) 0.58 and (c-d,g-h) 0.73 were chosen to collect the Real Plane and
Fourier Plane images.

The experimentally produced typical images are viewed in Fig. 5.
Figs 5(a) to 5(d) present the typical experimental images collected with HDC
and Fig. 5(e) to 5(h) present the typical experimental images collected with the
laser-HLG combination. The collection of images can be explained with three
important features. First of all, the qualitative projection says the laser
illumination images are very similar to the LED HDC illumination. The
experimental images in Fig. 5 makes the projection true that, the HLG laser
assembly produces very identical images as HDC illumination with LED, which
is accordance with the projection. Secondly, the Real Plane images in laser11
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HLG (Fig. 5 (f) and 5(h)) are noisier than traditional LED illuminated images
(Fig. 5(b) and 5(d)) due to the speckles associated to higher coherence of the
laser beam in comparison to lower coherence of the LED beam. Thirdly, the
laser beam is much collimated than other sources therefore the diameter of the
diffraction spots in the FP images is much smaller in laser (5(e) and (f)) in
comparison to Fourier Plane image collected by LED (Fig. 5(a) and (b)). The
FPM technique utilizes only Real Plane images therefore, the diverging nature
of LED have very little effect to differentiate the image obtained from much
collimated light beam of laser HLG assembly. Fig. 6 provides strong evidence to
affirm this reasoning.

Fig. 5.2. The Real plane images collected from the FPM algorithm using HDC (a-c) and laser-HGL
assembly (d-f). In (a) and (d) NAs = 1.53 is selected for synthetic FP images. In (b) and (e) Real Plane
images with high-resolution are presented. In (c) and (f) Phases were recovered.

The experimental Real Plane images were taken with the laser HLG assembly and
HDC. The images were analyzed with FPM algorithm and obtained results from the
numerical processing are shown in Fig. 6(a) to (c) for HDC and Fig. 6(d) to 6(f) for
HLG laser combination. The results are very identical in many cases as projected.
Although, the difference is noticeable for the presence of noise level in Laser-HLG
illumination, where HLG has excess noise level compared to LED illumination.
However, the periodicity measure in Fig. 6 is
12
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p=1.67 µm of the Ronchi Ruling which shows a great agreement to the separation λ/p=
0.32 between consecutive diffraction spots in the synthetic FP images with NAs = 1.53
shown in Figs. 6. The recovered phase in Fig. 6(e) and 6(f) presents the same
periodicity.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
We presented that the laser illumination is an excellent alternative of LED
illumination for high resolution images with large FOV using FPM technique. The
quality of the image depends on the noise obtained from the illuminating system. The
excess noise is added from the high coherence of the laser beam in comparison to LED
illumination which affecting the image taken from laser-HLG. In order to obtain FPM
super resolution images the alternate laser source can be proposed which add the high
intensity directionality of a laser with the low coherence of LEDs. The mode locked
lasers and random lasers can be used for better imaging in FPM technique.
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